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We propose a particularly simple explanation of the W+dijet excess reported by the CDF
collaboration. No symmetries beyond those of the standard model are necessary, and the
only new particles involved are a spin-zero weak SU(2) doublet with no vacuum expectation
value. Possible tests of the model and comparisons to other proposals are discussed.
A great deal of excitement has followed the recent announcement from the CDF collaboration
[1], [2] of an unexpected peak in W+ dijet production. The manifestation is an excess in the
distribution of events when their number is plotted versus the invariant mass of the dijets. This
anomaly appears to indicate the presence of at least one new particle in the 150 GeV range;
moreover, such a particle needs to have novel features in both its production and its decay. In this
note we propose a particularly simple explanation for this data set. It requires nothing more than
the existence of a single SU(2) doublet spin-zero field, similar to a conventional Higgs field, but
differing from it by having no vacuum expectation value (vev).
The other explanations that have been proposed in recent weeks to explain the W+ dijet events
have fallen largely, as emphasized by Buckleyet al. [3], into two classes, both with long histories
of consideration. In the first class of models [3]-[10], a new gauge boson, a Z ′, is produced in
association with the W . In order to explain the data, this new gauge boson’s leptonic decay modes
need to be suppressed, or, in other words, the Z ′ has to be leptophobic. This might seem strange,
were it not that additional Z bosons of this type are well motivated by extensions of the standard
model in which baryon number is promoted from a global to a gauged symmetry [11]; these models
also have additional features that make them attractive [12]-[16], e.g., by providing dark matter
candidates.
The second class of models seeking to explain the recent data makes use of multiple new particles.
These models, as is the case of leptophobic Z ′s, are motivated by the possible existence of new
symmetries in nature. One interesting proposal involves supersymmetry with or without broken
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2R-parity [17]-[18]. Another has been provided by Eichten et al. [19]. It makes use of technicolor, an
alternative to employing the Higgs mechanism in order to generate masses. Eichten et al., long-time
students of technicolor ([19], [20] and references therein), suggest that the production of a technirho
followed by its decay to a W plus a technipion in the 150 GeV mass range is a possible explanation
of the new data. Another proposal [21] seeks to introduce new particles that may be involved in
B −B mixing.
Our attention to the model we suggest as an explanation for the W + dijet data was stimu-
lated by the necessity of such a scalar field in a model we recently proposed for electroweak scale
leptogenesis [22]. We hasten, however, to add that there is not necessarily a correlation between
our proposal for leptogenesis and the present one for W + jets events; the resemblance may simply
be accidental. We also note that additional spin-zero particles are present in a number of other
phenomenological extensions of the standard model. [23]
Although our proposal does not depend directly on the additional presence of conventional Higgs
fields, some of its features are most easily described if the latter do exist. Let us assume this to be
true and denote by φa the conventional Higgs doublets, where a = 1, 2 . . ., not specifying for the
moment the number of such doublets. Calling φ the additional scalar doublet we are introducing,
the terms in the scalar potential that involve this field can be written as
V (φ) = µ2φ† · φ+ λφ(φ
†
· φ)2 +
∑
a,b
[λ
(1)
ab (φ
†
· φ)(φ†a · φb)
+ λ
(2)
ab (φ
†
· φa)(φ
†
· φb) + λ
(3)
ab (φ
†
a · φ)(φ
†
· φb)] + h.c. (1)
Note that the φ field has no vev because the mass term parameter µ2 is taken to be positive and
because we have chosen the potential such that no terms linear in the φ field are present. This
restriction can be relaxed somewhat, but for the moment it is simpler to say such terms are simply
absent. The mass term parameter in the scalar potential will be taken, as in our leptogenesis model,
to be µ ∼ 300 GeV.
If we select the quartic couplings to beO(1), we observe that, due to the vevs of the conventional
Higgs fields, there is a mass splitting between the charged and neutral components of the φ field
that is ∼ λv, where v is the electroweak symmetry breaking scale and λ is a characteristic value
for the quartic couplings. That is,
Mφ+ −Mφ0 ∼ λv ∼ 100GeV . (2)
We have taken φ+ as the more massive component of the doublet, but depending on the signs of
the quartic coupling constants, it could equally well be φ0.
3The φ fields form an SU(2) doublet with the conventional coupling to the electroweak gauge
bosons, but, since φ0 has no vev, there is no direct correlation between the strength of the doublet’s
coupling to quarks and leptons and the masses of the latter. We shall denote such couplings by y,
realizing of course that a different value of y can be chosen for each fermion coupling, as is true for
Higgs fields, but now without the restrictions caused by the generation of fermionic masses. Some
bounds on the couplings do need to be present, however, in order to satisfy limits imposed by the
apparent absence of flavor changing neutral currents.
Denoting the left-handed quark doublets by


ui
di


L
, i = 1, 2, 3, we can write a Yukawa coupling
of quark fields as
LYuk = yij(uiL φ
+ + diL φ
0)djR + y
′
ij(uiL φ
0
− diL φ
−)ujR, i, j = 1, 2, 3 (3)
with of course a similar coupling of φ to lepton fields.
If we choose as a generic value y ∼ 10−2, and the mass difference between φ+ and φ0 is large
enough for the decay
φ+ → φ0 +W+ (4)
to proceed, then this process will dominate the φ+ decays, since it is governed by the relatively
large semiweak coupling g ≃ 0.65 of the W boson to scalar doublets. We assume that this process
does dominate, in which case the width of φ+ will be of the order of (1 - 10) GeV. We envision the
chain that leads to the W + dijet as
qq → φ+ →W+ + φ0 →W+ + dijet . (5)
Our scheme cleanly predicts several angular distributions. Owing to the spinless nature of φ+
and φ0, the angular distribution of the φ0 andW+ from the decay φ+ → φ0+W+ must be isotropic
in the φ+ rest frame, and the angular distribution of the two jets from the decay φ0 → jet + jet
must be isotropic in the φ0 rest frame. By angular momentum conservation, the W+ from the
decay φ+ → φ0 +W+ must be longitudinally polarized. Hence, its weak decay will produce quark
jets or leptons with a sin2 θ angular distribution in the W+ rest frame. Here, θ is the outgoing jet
or lepton direction relative to the W momentum in the φ+ rest frame.
Given the number of proposals for explaining the new CDF data, it will be interesting to look
for ways to distinguish one from another. We illustrate the distinctions by comparing our model
to e.g. the one suggested by Eichten et al.[19], which we will call ELM.
One striking difference between our model and ELM follows from the technirho and technipion
both being isospin triplets. This implies that in ELM, the decay channel Z + dijets should be
4comparable in magnitude to W + dijets, whereas in our model it is absent. A second difference
follows from the presence in the ELM model of the technivector mesons ωT (0−1−−) and aT (1−1++),
expected to be close in mass to the technirho. Another clear distinction between our model and
the ELM technicolor proposal lies in the couplings to fermions of the new particles. Whereas
technipions are presumed to have larger couplings to more massive fermions, those of the φ0 particle
are arbitrary, as we have already mentioned. There might even be significant couplings to leptons.
One might expect, therefore, that the W + dijet distribution is accompanied by a significant peak
in, e.g., W + µ+µ−, or W + e+e−. It would be worthwhile to look for such a correlation.
We need to address the question of detecting the lower mass φ0 particle in qq collisions (this
question is of course parallel to that of detecting technipions). Since we have taken the fermion
coupling constants to be of order 10−2, the production and subsequent decay of a φ0 may be hard
to detect against the background. If the φ0 is somewhat more massive than 160 GeV, we would
expect its leading decay mode to be into a pair of gauge bosons, W+W−, but this mode may be
below threshold and hence absent. If the φ0 coupling to electrons is appreciable, the possibility
of detecting φ0 as a resonance in an electron-positron collision would of course be particularly
interesting.
In conclusion, we note that our model presents a simple explanation of the recent CDFW + dijet
data, while suggesting a number of other interesting and testable features. It will be interesting to
see what further experimental data will reveal.
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